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Charlie And Lola I Am Too Absolutely Small For School
It’s Field Day at Charlie and Lola’s school and each student is allowed to choose one activity in which to participate. Charlie, Marv, and Lotta all quickly find activities that
they’re good at, but Lola struggles to find one to suit her. Lola eventually chooses the egg-and-spoon race and succeeds at it by really, really concentrating.
Lola is excited because she is going to spend the afternoon with Morten, the little brother of Charlie’s best friend. Lola has planned out the entire afternoon with fun and games,
but her hopes are dashed when she discovers that Morten is so shy he won’t even speak! Lola tries everything she can think of to get Morten to break out of his shell, but
nothing does the trick. How will Lola and Morten have fun?
Charlie has this little sister Lola. She is practising the egg-and-spoonrace for Sports Day. Lola says, 'It's too hard, Charlie. I'm never going to get the eggto stay on my spoon.' But
Charlie says, 'You will, Lola! You just have to concentrate!'
An enhanced read-along audio ebook from Ladybird. Friends Charlie and Marv are trying to invent a new invention for a school project - but it's harder than it looks! Maybe
Charlie's little sister Lola can come up with some ideas... Read it yourself with Ladybird is one of Ladybird's best-selling series. For over thirty five years it has helped young
children who are learning to read develop and improve their reading skills. Each Read it yourself book is very carefully written to include many key, high-frequency words that are
vital for learning to read, as well as a limited number of story words that are introduced and practised throughout. Simple sentences and frequently repeated words help to build
the confidence of beginner readers and the four different levels of books support children all the way from very first reading practice through to independent, fluent reading. Each
book has been carefully checked by educational consultants and can be read independently at home or used in a guided reading session at school. Charlie and Lola: I Am
Inventing an Invention is a Level 4 Read it yourself title, ideal for children who are ready to read longer stories with a wider vocabulary and are keen to read independently.
Absolutely One Thing
Charlie Is Broken!
I Am Not Sleepy and I Will Not Go to Bed
Featuring Charlie and Lola

When Charlie insists that his little sister, Lola, leave him and his friend Marv alone to play, she agrees but soon she and her invisible friend, Soren Lorensen, must come to the boys'
rescue.
Lola has a favorite alligator costume that she wants to wear absolutely everywhere. Charlie tells her she can't wear it ALL the time, but Lola argues that she can. Much to Charlie's
embarrassment, Lola wears her alligator costume to the supermarket and the park. She even plans to wear it for her school talk called "All about Me!" Can Charlie stop Lola from
making a fool of herself in front of the whole school?
Charlie and Marv have to create an invention for school. But it's due tomorrow! Lola thinks she is an amazing inventor, and she keeps pestering Charlie and Marv with her ideas. But
just as the boys are about to give up, Lola has a brilliant idea that saves the day!
Charlie helps Lola get ready for bed, despite the tigers, whales, and other animals that serve as obstacles, in a pop-up version of a delightful story. 25,000 first printing.
But Excuse Me That Is My Book
We are Extremely Very Good Recyclers
I'm Just Not Keen on Spiders
I Slightly Want to Go Home
Lola wants to buy Lotta a special birthday present and thinks up all sorts of imaginative gifts, like a musical jump rope or wings so Lotta can fly. After Charlie reminds Lola that a good present is one Lotta can actually use
and that actually exists, Lola settles on buying a doctor's kit. Trouble is, now Lola wants the present for herself!
Convinced by Charlie to recycle her old toys, Lola becomes inspired and joins a recycling competition, but time is limited, so she turns to her classmates in order to get the one hundred recyclable items she needs to complete her
task.
At first, Lola does not want her wobbly tooth to ever fall out, but when she learns about the tooth fairy, she wiggles and wobbles her tooth until out it pops! Finally it is time to go to bed—but the tooth has disappeared! Now
how will Lola convince the tooth fairy that she really did lose her tooth? Big brother Charlie has just the answer—if Lola has dreams so lovely that she smiles while she sleeps, the tooth fairy will be able to see for herself!
Lola always always always has to win! No matter what games she and Charlie play, Lola always triumphs. What will happen when Charlie devises a strategy for a game that surely he will win? When playtime is through,
Charlie and Lola have learned that maybe having the upper hand isn’t as important as lending a hand when a brother or a sister could use a little help.
Charlie and Lola: I am Inventing an Invention - Read it yourself with Ladybird
Clarice Bean, That's Me
You Can Be My Friend
Charlie and Lola: Exactly One Numbers Sticker Activity Book

A fussy eater decides to sample the carrots after her brother convinces her that they are really orange twiglets from Jupiter.
A collection of FIVE extremely good stories all about ABSOLUTELY very important things like making friends, being independent and even taking part in your very
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first school sports day! This collection contains: You Can Be My Friend, Help! I Really Mean It, I Am Really, Really Concentrating, I Can Do Anything That's Everything
All On My Own and Charlie is Broken.
In the follow-up to I Will Never Not Ever Eat a Tomato, Charlie helps Lola get ready for bed, despite the tigers, whales, and other animals that serve as obstacles.
Charlie and Lola are trying their best to beat the summer heat, but things go from hot to boiling when Lola refuses to talk to her neighbor, Arnold Wolf. He
accidentally knocked her ice cream to the ground and won't apologize. Now Lola says that she will not ever, NEVER forgive him. Can Charlie help Lola change her
mind?
I Want to Be Much More Bigger Like You
But I Am an Alligator
I Am Going to Save a Panda!
I Am Not Sleepy and I Will Not Go to Bed Pop-up!
Charlie has this little sister, Lola. Lola has been playing with Charlie’s very special rocket. Charlie says, “Did you break my rocket?” Lola says, “You absolutely
told me to not ever never touch it… ever.”
Charlie and Lola explore the world of numbers in a new way with a range of activities including counting, number recognition and simple sums. Each activity
page provides suggestions as to how to complete the activity creatively using brilliantly fun stickers. Helping Lola practise her numbers and her sums is the
perfect way to improve and build confidence in the first stages of early learning. This numbers-themed activity book is also publishing alongside A Very Shiny
Wipe-Clean Letters Activity Book. From Children's Laureate and Kate Greenaway Medal winner Lauren Child.
A girl describes the hectic life she leads among the members of her large family, and her search for a little peace and quiet.
Sometimes, as a treat, Mom takes Charlie and Lola to the store and says they may choose one thing. "One thing to share?" Lola asks. No, it's one thing each,
explains Charlie, or two actual things between two. Lola is nine minutes late getting ready,
Slightly Invisible
Charlie and Lola, Vol. 8: I Am Collecting a Collection
Charlie and Lola: But Excuse Me That is My Book
Level 4
Beetles, Bugs and Butterflies is Lola's absolute favourite book ever in the whole wide world. So naturally she is distraught when it's not at the library. Someone else has borrowed it! Charlie tries everything he can think of to
placate her but nothing is ever going to beat Beetles, Bugs and Butterflies. That is, until Charlie finds Chimps and Chimpanzees and then Lola has a new best book ever!
Lola is determined to help her brother have an extremely happy birthday, but her idea of birthday fun and decorations does not fit well with Charlie's monster-themed party. Original.
Lola and Lotta are BEST friends. They do absolutely completely everything together, like eating lunch, playing in the sandpit and going in pairs. But when a new girl, Evie, arrives in their class, Lotta starts spending all her time
with her, and not Lola.
What, Lola bored? Lola is usually very busy?and very funny!?but today she?s really not feeling well! Charlie does everything he can to help, bringing Lola cookies and pink milk and even a bunch of flowers. But the flowers make
Lola sneeze and the pink milk tastes green! Even worse, Charlie has promised his friend Marv that he will play in a soccer game, and now Charlie has to leave! Oh, no! How will Lola ever get better without her big brother
around?
I've Won, No I've Won, No I've Won
I Can Do Anything That's Everything All on My Own
Help! I Really Mean It!
I Am Really, Really Concentrating

I have this little sister Lola. She is small and very funny. Lola has just planted a seed. "What will my seed grow into, Charlie?" "I don't
know, Lola. We'll just have to wait and see!"This extremely good Charlie and Lola story includes a nine-piece puzzle and a colouring page,
plus a velcro closure to keep the puzzle together and a useful carry handle.
Excited about "Save an Animal Day" at school, Charlie and Lola have decided to help save the giant panda, but Lola fears she will not be able
to do her part when she comes down with a case of the chicken pox.
Charlie's sister Lola refuses to take off her alligator costume, no matter how many times he asks her.
When Lola's favorite book is not on the library's shelf, her older brother, Charlie, tries to find another book she will enjoy.
Jigsaw Puzzle Book
Whoops! But It Wasn't Me
Charlie and Lola's
I Am Too Absolutely Small for School
Although Lola agrees with her brother that it would be useful to learn how to write, read and count, she can't go to school because her
invisible friend's too nervous to go. This title in the 'Charlie and Lola' series deals sympathetically with children's fears surrounding the
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first day at school.
Charlie and Lola are planning to put on a circus show, but their plans are cut short when Charlie breaks his arm. Not only is Lola worried
because Charlie has hurt himself but also because he is feeling a bit sad. Can Lola find a way to cheer him up?
When Lola is worried about starting school, her older brother Charlie reassures her.
Lola is going to her first sleepover at Lotta's house, but she is scared that she will not be able to fall asleep there.
I Am Extremely Absolutely Boiling
My First Ever and Best Story Collection
I Will Never Not Ever Eat a Tomato
This is Actually My Party
Using artwork and material from the original and bestselling Charlie and Lola picture books, this board book will help young children understand opposites.
When Charlie and his friend Marv have to create an invention for a school project, Lola is interested in the idea and decides that she wants to be an inventor too.
Charlie is trying to convince his little sister, Lola, that spiders are not bad.
When she plays on the seesaw with Charlie and his friend Marv, Lola is launched high into the sky where her imagination takes her on a high-seas adventure--all by
herself! Original.
Opposites
My Best, Best Friend
You Won't Like This Present as Much as I Do!
My Wobbly Tooth Must Not Ever Never Fall Out
Lola is convinced that this is the year that she'll finally be tall enough to ride the 'Super Duper Loop-the-Looper' rollercoaster. But when Charlie measures her on a growth chart, it shows that she's still too small. Lola tries
everything she can think of to make herself bigger, but nothing does the trick. Will Lola be stuck going on kiddie rides forever?
It's Save an Animal Week at school, and Lola and Lotta are going to raise money to save a panda. To do this, Lola gets sponsored to hop for as long as she can, and Lotta will skip. But then Lola gets the chicken pox. Now
how will she save a panda?
Lola keeps calling for Charlie's help and each time, a concerned Charlie rushes in only to find that there is no real problem. Now that Charlie's on to Lola's game, he refuses to answer her calls. But what will Lola do when
she really does need Charlie's HELP!?
I Am Inventing an Invention
I Really Wonder What Plant I'm Growing
I'm Really Ever So Not Well
I Am Inventing An Invention/(Charlie And Lola).
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